
THE CHALLENGE

Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group is the 
operator of some of the most luxurious 
hotels, resorts, and residences globally. 
Their properties are synonymous with 
premium service and exquisite facilities, 
and their target audience reflects this 
offering. Reaching a high-net-worth 
audience often presents challenges 
to any marketing activity due to their 
limited size and reachability. This is 
particularly difficult for search 
marketing, a channel traditionally 
used to drive conversion.

Mandarin Oriental was undertaking 
many different search strategies via their 
media agency, Spark Foundry. While 
they were able to generate clicks, they 
wanted to improve the rate in which 
people who clicked also converted.

CASE STUDY

MANDARIN ORIENTAL HOTEL GROUP REACHED A MORE 
TARGETED AUDIENCE THROUGH SEARCH MARKETING WITH 
ADARA

Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group was 
looking at opportunities to improve 
performance and trial new audiences 
and technologies to target genuine 
in-market, premium travellers. 
Spark Foundry was tasked with finding a 
partner who was capable of enhancing 
the impact of their paid search activity 
by using real-time traveller signals, 
traveller decision-making intelligence, 
and taking a holistic view of the 
traveller’s booking journey.

THE STRATEGY

         Using ADARA’s travel intent 
         signals was a great test to further 
target potential guests with increased 
conversion from Mandarin Oriental’s 
paid search activity and has proved to 
be a really unique data source to 
enhance our learnings in this area.

- Spark Foundry/Mandarin Oriental



THE SOLUTION

As the global leader in permissioned 
data, ADARA works with over 300 data 
partners to inform its 1 billion+ digital 
identities with over 22 billion data 
elements across 130 countries. 
The data includes real-time travel 
intent signals from airlines, OTAs, 
and travel metasearch sites.

Using ADARA’s self-service platform, 
Cortex, Spark Foundry built and 
activated groups of intent signals that 
allowed Mandarin Oriental to reach 
a qualified audience of premium 
in-market travellers from their target 
markets for greater efficiency of 
their paid social activity.

Spark Foundry deployed 24 travel intent 
data signals from ADARA across 
Mandarin Oriental’s 
paid search and metasearch 
campaigns. These datasets were 
comprised of travellers expressing 
strong luxury and in-market buying 
behaviours across North America, 
APAC, and EMEA markets. Overall, 
these signals on ADARA’s portion of the 
activity improved the CTR by an 
average of 54% across paid search and 
79% across metasearch campaigns. 
Additionally, the booking conversion 
rate increased significantly by 157% 
across paid search and 106% on

metasearch. Metasearch 
campaigns also experienced a 
$189 increase in average booking 
value from ADARA data.
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THE RESULTS
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